
The 5G 
revolution
Three five-star reasons 5G will 
revolutionize marketing for 
Asia’s advertisers

The 5G revolution is imminent, and excitement is gathering pace 
among South East Asia’s consumers and advertisers, thanks to 
its immense potential to transform experiences, campaigns and 
insights. Take a look at these findings from our 5G Advertiser and 
Consumer Outlook Study SEA 2020*.

Consumers are ready for 5G

Are extremely excited about its impending 
arrival.

and more 
than half

of SEA consumers have heard of 5G 

92 % 53% 
What are they excited about?

Faster data
transfer speeds

Greater connectivity 
for wearables

Higher definition 
video content

Better consistency 
and quality of video 

78%

62%

59%

59%

Advertisers can see the benefits
Advertisers in SEA can already see the benefits that 5G will deliver 
across content, targeting and creative. 

88%
High quality 
content production

87%
More immersive 
ad formats

More data and 
better targeting

85% 85%
Better video 
streaming 
experience

Augmented 
reality and 
virtual reality
5G will shatter the technological 
hurdles to widespread AR and VR 
adoption.

32%
of consumers already say 
they will explore more AR and 
VR when 5G arrives.

And this number will soar when more consumers see the huge 
user-experience advantages that 5G will deliver.

The 5G revolution is coming 
quickly. Now that you're aware 
of what excites consumers 
and how advertisers can take 
advantage of 5G, it's time 
to act.

Contact a Verizon Media representative
to find out how to get started today.    

What are they excited about?

Which industries are most excited about 5G?

Slightly 
Excited

Moderately 
Excited

Very 
Excited

• FMCG • Healthcare
• Pharmaceuticals
• Travel
• Hospitality 

• Electronic/Tech
• Financial Services
• Retail/E-commerce
• Personal Care
• Cosmetics
• Telecom

The excitement of advertisers over 5G varies among sectors

* Verizon Media’s 5G Advertiser and Consumer Outlook Study SEA 2020 was developed based on first party research conducted over the course of 
the fourth quarter of 2019. The study was conducted with Publicis Media’s Data Science division, and surveyed over 600 consumers and 140 marketing 
professionals from Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines.


